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STATEMENT-ASSUMPTION 

  

An Assumption is something which is assumed, supposed and taken for granted. When 

somebody says some-thing he does not put everything and every aspect of his idea into that 

which he takes for grant, this may be defined as an assumption. 

 CASES OF ASSUMPTION 

  

 1- FINITIVE WORDS 

 While evaluating an assumption you can always take a clue from some words that tend a definite 

meaning to the statement.  

 2- CONJUNCTION 

 When a statement consists of two clauses and clauses are connected by conjunction, the nature 

of conjunction used, goes a long way in detecting the assumption that the author must have 

made. 

 3- CONNOTIVE PHRASE 

 Sometimes the author says the things in indirect way and because of this we remains untouched 

with the meaning. 

 IMPORTANT FACTS RELATED TO INVALID ASSUMPTION 

   Sometimes assumptions are contrary to the statement or not connected with the statement 

and can easily be rejected. 

 An assumption is invalid if it is a mere restatement putting it in different words of given 

statement. 

   The given assumption is invalid if it is an inference derivable from given statement. 

   An assumption is invalid if it makes too far-fetched reasoning. 

  

 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN IMPLICATION AND ASSUMPTION  

Cases of assumption

Conjunction Connotive Phrase

Before, so, even,

after, therefore, as
a result of although,
despite of, inspite of

Definitive Words

Only, best, all

Strongest, certainly

definitely
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 Sometimes implications are also treated as assumptions. It is slightly different from assumption. 

 Implication means the hidden meaning of statement while assumption is something on which 

statement is based.  

 EXAMPLES 

Q1. Statement: ‘Do not enter - avoid the risk of getting infected with the ABC disease’- written 

outside the quarantine ward no. 2 (meant only for ABC disease) of a hospital’. 

 I.  Disease ‘ABC’ is contagious. 

 II.  All the patients in ward no.2 suffer from disease ABC. 

 EXPLANATION:  

 ABC is a contagious disease and all patient of ward number 2 are suffering from ABC 
disease, on the behalf of these assumption above condition is given. 

 

Q.2. Statement: In city Z, people prefer to buy Car X instead of Car Y because Car X has German 

technology which is very advance. 

 I.  Cars with German technology are perceived to be better than other cars in city Z. 

 II. Had German technology been present in Car Y also, its sales would have crossed car X's 

sales. 

 EXPLANATION:  

 It seems that German Technology is better than other technologies so it would increase the 

sale. Both assumptions are implicit. 

Q.3. Statement: Railway does not provide concession to any one for travelling to certain holiday 

destinations. 

 I.  Railway services are available for travelling to these holiday destinations. 

 II.  Railways provides concession to certain persons for travelling to places other than these 

holiday destinations. 

 EXPLANATION:  

 Railway services are available for travelling holiday destination on the basis of this assumption 

above statement is given. But the other assumption sounds just opposite meaning. 

Q.4. Statement: “Travellers with a ticket for the second class if found travelling in the first class 

compartments would be penalized”- Notice in the compartments of a train. 

 I. Travellers with a ticket for the first class are also not allowed to travel in the second class 

compartments. 
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 II.  Inspections are carried out in the train to check the tickets. 

 EXPLANATION:  

 First assumption is not related with statement. Inspections are carried out in trains to check the 

tickets. 

Q.5. Statement: The prices of petrol and diesel have remained unchanged only in Nigeria since the 

past three years. 

 I.  Petrol and diesel prices have changed elsewhere in the world during these three years. 

 II.  Before three years period, petrol and diesel were available at a price different from the 

present rates. 

 EXPLANATION: 

 The price of petrol and diesel have changed elsewhere in the world in three years in comparison 

to Nigeria and prices remain unchanged since three years, it means there rate would have been 

different three years before. 

 MEMORABLE POINTS- 

  Statement is a part of our speech most of the ideas remain unexpressed. 

  Assumption is that kind of thought, speaker assume something before delivering the statement. 

  If statement and assumption are not co-related then it is not implicit validity. 

  Assumption is always positive regarding the completion of the work favouring the executor. 

  Request/order/Advise is considered in the case of Assumption. 
 

      

    Practice Questions 
 

Q.1-20. In each question below is given a statement followed by two assumptions numbered I and II. 
An assumption is something supposed or taken for granted. You have to consider the statement 
and the following assumptions and decide which of the assumptions is implicit in the statement. 

 Give answer (a) if only Assumption I is implicit.                                           

 Give answer (b) if only Assumption II is implicit.                                      

 Give answer (c) if neither Assumption I nor II is implicit. 

 Give answer (d) if both Assumptions I and II are implicit. 

 * If either Assumption I or II is implicit. In this case you have to choose alternative (d).                       

Q.1. Statement: Greater public participation results in good civic governance - municipal 

commissioner of city 'A'. 

            Assumption: 

 I.  The municipal office is not competent to effect good civic administration. 

 II.  Good civic governance is a matter of collective will and effort of the people and 

administration. 
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Q.2.   Statement: 

 Children, who get encouragement, usually perform better- A note by the principal to the parents.  

 Assumption: 

 I. Some parents do not encourage children. 

 II. Parents may follow principal's advice.  

Q.3.     Statement"  

  If you want to give any advertisement, give it in the newspaper X," A tells B” 

 Assumptions: 

 I.  B wants to publicise his products 

 II.  Newspaper x has a wide circulation.    

Q.4.   Statement: 

 Sanskrit is a 'dead' language and its study in schools is obsolete. 

 Assumptions: 

 I.  Sanskrit has no utility in our day to day life. 

 II.  Schools should teach the students only such matter as is related to what they wish to do in 

their lives. 

Q.5.      Statement: 

 The world gold production has continued to grow irrespective of the price hike. 

 Assumption: 

 I. Quantity of gold produced doesn't affect its price in the market. 

 II.  In case of price hike the production of gold should be reduced. 

Q.6. Statement:  

 "The election commission should curtail election expenditure." - President of India. 

 Assumptions: 

 I.  Election commission can be directed only by the President of India. 

 II.  It is the Election commission which can curtail the election expenditure.   

Q.7. Statement:   

 He continued to be busy as he was handling the premier investigating agency. 

 Assumptions: 

 I.  Now a days he is busy writing books. 

 II.  The speaker is talking about the ex - CBI chief. 

Q.8. Statement: 

 Unemployment has increased in spite of the Indian economy well. 

 Assumptions: 

 I.  Economic growth is supposed to create more job opportunity. 

 II.  There are certain factors other than economic growth which influence employment. 

Q.9. Statement: 

 In the present globalised scenario it is time for a total overhaul of the system. 

 Assumptions: 

 I.  The prevailing system is not suitable for the necessities of a globalised economy. 

 II.  Globalisation is the buzzword of the new world order. 

Q.10. Statement - A foreign film producer rendered his apology before Indian society for 

misinterpreting an Indian epic. 

 Assumption - 

 (I)  Indian are very sensitive to the misinterpretation of their epic. 

 (II)  It is possible to derive wrong meaning from epic. 

Q.11. Statement:  

 Desirable and qualified candidates should submit their application form along with the requisite 

qualifications and their bio data - an advertisement for job. 

 Assumption: 

 I.  Merely having qualification and aptitude for the job does not make a person suitable for job. 

 II. Many candidate will apply because they are interested in the job. 

Q.12.  Statement:          The captain of the school football team selected only fourteen players to play 

  all the eight matches of the interschool football competition. 
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 Assumptions: I. There may be adequate number of football Players for all the matches. 

                          II. The captain may be able to play in all the matches. 

Q.13.  Statement:  

  Even though the number of sugar factories is increasing at a fast rate in India we still 

continue to import it from other countries. 

 Assumption: 

 (I)  Even the increased number of factories may not be able to meet the demand of sugar in 

India. 

 (II)  The demand of sugar may increase substantially in future. 

Q.14.  Statement:          The school authority has decided to give five grace marks in English to all 

the    students of Std. IX as the performance of these students in English 

was below   expectation. 

 Assumptions:  I.  Majority of the students of Std. IX may still fail in English even after 

giving   grace marks. 

                          II.  Majority of the students of Std. IX may now pass in English after giving grace 

  marks. 

Q.15.  Statement:          The civic administration has asked the residents of the dilapidated buildings 

  to move out as these buildings will be demolished within next thirty 

days. 

 Assumptions: I. The civic administration may be able to demolish these buildings as 

per    schedule. 

                         II. The residents of these buildings may vacate and stay elsewhere.  

Q.16. Statement: The govt. has decided to earmark a separate lane in the metropolis for 

passenger   vehicles with more than one occupant. 

 Assumptions: I. The move may help decongest the roads of the metropolis. 

                         II. Many people may resort to pool car system to avoid traffic snarls.  

Q.17. Statement: The railway authority has announced that it will carry out major repair work 

for   two days beginning Saturday on the main line connecting the two big 

cities in   the State bringing the rail service to a halt. 

 Assumptions:  I. People may reschedule their journey in view of the railway authority’s 

   decision. 

                          II. People may still plan their travel by train between the two cities even 

on    these two days. 

Q.18. Statement: The govt. has directed all the degree colleges to declare results of all the 

   examinations within a fortnight after the last date of 

examination. 

 Assumptions:  I. The college authorities may not be able to declare all the results within 

the   stipulated time. 

                            II. Many college authorities may not be able to conduct all the 

examinations   in time. 

Q.19. Statement: Manish invited all his friends to his house for dinner on his birthday and 

  requested his mother to arrange for the birthday party. 

 Assumptions: I. Most of Manish’s friends may attend his birthday party. 

                           II. Manish’s mother may be able to make all the arrangements including 

food 

  for all his friends.  

Q.20. Statement: The civic authority of the metropolis has decided to suspend sanctioning of 

  new building proposals for six months and assess the impact of the 

current  

 building projects on the city’s amenities. 

 Assumptions:  I. The builders’ lobby may move the court against the civic body’s 

decision. 

                           II. The civic authority may be able to complete the impact study in about  

  six months. 
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Q.21-25. In each question below is given a statement followed by three assumptions (I), (II) and (III). 

An assumption is something supposed or taken for granted. You have to consider the statement 

and the following assumptions and decide which of the assumptions is implicit in the statement.  

Q.21. Statement:  The govt. has decided to auction construction of highways to private entities 

in   several blocks across the country on build-operate-transfer basis.  

 Which of the following assumption(s) is/are implicit in the above statement? 

 (I) An adequate number of private entities may not respond to the Government’s auction 

notification, 

 (II) Many private entities in the country are capable of constructing highways within reasonable 

time. 

 (III) The Govt.’s proposal of build-operate-transfer may financially benefit the private entities.     

 (a) Only (I) and (II) are implicit  (b) Only (II) and (III) are implicit 

 (c) Only (II) is implicit   (d) Only (I) and (III) are implicit   

Q.22. Statement:  Govt. has targeted-all the citizens to use electronic media for carrying out 

their daily activities,  whenever possible, instead of using paper as the manufacture of paper 

requires the cutting down of a large number of trees of causing severe damage to the eco-

system 

. 

 Which of the following assumption(s) is/are implicit in the above statement? 

 (I) Most people may be capable of using electronic media to carry out various routines. 

 (II) Most people may have access to electronic media for carrying out their daily routine 

activities. 

 (III) People at large may reject the Govt.’s appeal and continue using paper as before.  

 (a) Only (I) is implicit     (b) Only (II) is implicit 

 (c) Only (I) and (II) are implicit                           (d) Only (III) is implicit    

Q.23.    Statement :  The apex body controlling universities in the country has decided to revise 
the   syllabus of all the technical courses to make them focused towards the 
present  needs of the industry there by making the technical graduates more 
employable  than they are at present.  

 Which of the following assumption(s) is/are implicit in the above statement? 
 (I)  Technical colleges affiliated to different universities may not welcome the apex body’s 

decision  and may continue with the same syllabus as at present. 
 (II)  The industry may welcome the decision of the apex body and scale up their hiring from 

these colleges. 
 (III)  The Govt. may not allow the apex body to implement its decision in all the colleges as it 

may lead to chaos. 
 (a) None is implicit     (b) Only (I) is implicit 
 (c) Only (II) is implicit     (d) Only (III) is implicit 
Q.24.    Statement:  Police authority cordoned off the entire locality for the entire day and stopped 
  all vehicular movement for the visit of a top functionary of the government in 

  view of the threat perception and advised all the residents in the area 
to limit   their movement outside their dwellings. 

 Which of the following assumption(s) is/are implicit in the above statement? 
 (I)   Police personnel may not be able to control the vehicular movement in the locality and may 

seek help from the armed forces. 
 (II)   People living in the locality may move out of their houses for the day to avoid 

inconvenience. 
 (III)  The Govt. functionary may request the police authority to lift the ban on movement of 

residents of the locality outside their dwellings. 
 (a) None is implicit     (b) Only (I) is implicit 
 (c) Only (II) is implicit     (d) Only (III) is implicit  
Q.25.   Statement:  The airlines have requested all their bona fide passengers to check the 

status 
  of flight operations before leaving their homes as heavy fog is causing 

immense  problems to normal flight operations.  
 Which of the following assumption(s) is/are implicit in the above statement? 
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 (I)  The majority of the air passengers may check the flight status before starting their journey 
to the airport. 

 (II)   The Govt. may take serious objection to the notice issued by the airline company. 
 (III)   Majority of the passengers may cancel their tickets and postpone their journey till the 

situation  becomes normal. 
 (a) None is implicit     (b) Only (I) is implicit 
 (c) Only (II) is implicit     (d) Only (II) is implicit 

  

ANSWER- 

Q.1.(C)   

Q.2.(C)   

Q.3.(B) The word 'If' in the statement shows that B may or may not want to publicise his products. So, 

I is not implicit. It is advised that advertisements be given in newspaper X. This means that X 

will help advertise better. It has wider circulation. So, II is implicit. 

Q.4.(C) Both I and II implicit   

Q.5.(B) Only II implicit.  

Q.6.(B) Definitely, Assumption II is implicit.    

Q.7.(D) Neither  I nor II is implicit.    

Q.8.(A) Only I assuming is implicit. 

Q.9.(D) Both I and II are implicit. 

Q.10.(D) Both assumption I and II are implicit. 

Q.11.(B)   

Q.12.(D)  The captain selected only fourteen player even when he knew that they have to play 8 

matches it mean the captain was assuming that this no. of players is adequate so T is implicit. 

II is also implicit because- this is quite natured that a person has been made captain because 

he is supposed to play in all the matches. 

Q.13.(A)   

Q.14.(B)  If majority of students still fail then there is measure of giving grace marks i.e. this can’t be 

implicit. Since majority of students showed the poor performance so the target was the 

majority i.e. majority of students may how pass may be implicit. 

Q.15.(D)  Whenever a deadline far same work is set it is assured that work will be completed as per the 

dead line is scheduled, so ‘I’ is implicit. Whenever somebody requests some other person he 

always assumes that he will be listened to so II is implicit. 

Q.16.(A)  Preventing roads from congestion may have been one of the reasons so I is an implicit 

assumption. II seems more to be effective so it not implicit. 

Q.17.(A)  Authorities may have been expecting people to reschedule their journey while making such 
announcement so (I) is implicit. II is not implicit because it goes against the motive of 
statement.  

Q.18.(C)  Both the assumption I and II are negative so both are not implicit.  

Q.19.(D)  I. is implicit because that is why he has invited his friends.  

 II. is also implicit that is why he has requested to his mother. 

Q.20.(B)  I. Is not implicit because it firstly is a negative assumption and secondly the action is not so 
hard that the party could move to court. 

 II. is implicit because that is why six months’ time has been given. 

Q.21.(B) Only (II) and (III) assumptions are implicit because these two are relevant with situation while 
(I) is not relevant for the statement. 

Q.22.(C) Only (I) and (II) are implicit assumptions these two are talking about those people who are 

able to use electronic media assumptions (III) is irrelevant with the statement. 
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Q.23.(C) Only (II) is implicit because it related assumptions to the statement while (I) and (III) 
assumptions are not relevant it cannot be said definitely. 

Q.24.(C) Only   (II)  is   implicit  because the information of assumption (II) is same to statement. While 

the assumption (II) and (III) cannot be definitely said. 

Q.25.(B) Only assumption (I) is implicit because most of the passengers may be check the schedule of 

flight. While (II) and (III) assumption are irrelevant to the statement. 
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